Creative Commons: The License to Share Knowledge

Creative Commons licenses allow creators to give everyone a license and allow users to know exactly what they can and cannot do with the work!

Types of Creative Commons Licenses:

**CC BY – Attributive**
You can do what you want with the work, but you must say who it is by.

**CC BY-NC – Non-Commercial**
You can do what you want to the work, but you cannot sell it or use it for commercial purposes.

**CC BY-ND – Non-Derivative**
You cannot change the work at all; you must distribute it as is, in full.

**CC0 – No rights reserved**
This work is in the public domain, meaning that there are no rights associated with the work. You can do what you want with the work without restriction (but it is always good to cite your sources!).

**CC BY-SA – Share Alike**
You can change the work, but if you do, you must also use a CC license for the new work.

Helpful Resources:

Creative Commons: [http://creativecommons.org/](http://creativecommons.org/)

Creative Commons FAQ: [https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/Frequently_Asked_Questions](https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/Frequently_Asked_Questions)

Finding Open Access Images Guide: [http://guides.library.upenn.edu/open_access_images](http://guides.library.upenn.edu/open_access_images)

Creative Commons Search: [http://search.creativecommons.org/](http://search.creativecommons.org/)

Wikimedia Commons: [http://commons.wikimedia.org/](http://commons.wikimedia.org/)

Vimeo: [http://vimeo.com/creativecommons](http://vimeo.com/creativecommons)

Flickr: [https://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/](https://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/)